Multicellular tumor spheroids in radiotherapy research (review).
Culturing of human tumor cells as multicellular spheroids can be a tool to study radiation responses. The degree of structural and functional differentiation in the primary tumor may be retained in spheroids rather than in conventional monolayer cultures. In the liquid overlay culture technique spheroids can be individually assessed for their responses to treatment, whereas in spinner flasks, large quantities of similarly sized spheroids can be produced. Studying the response of spheroids to irradiation can be performed on single cells obtained after disaggregation of these spheroids, or on intact spheroids, using cure and growth delay as endpoints. Clonogenic cell survival is especially difficult to perform on spheroids of human tumor cells. Modern calculation methods, however, may offer promising correlates between growth curves and single cell survival. Spheroids of human tumor cell lines show tumor type dependent radiation responses, offering an approach for comparison of radiosensitivity of tumor cell lines of different histologic origin. Contact effect, as a modifying factor of radiation response in spheroids, has especially been studied in murine cell lines. The use however, of human tumor cell lines, may offer new insight in this phenomenon. Radiobiologic hypoxia has been observed in spheroids of both murine and human origin. Reoxygenation after irradiation has also been described by radiobiologic parameters. So far, no physiologic reoxygenation processes after radiation treatment have been identified. In view of the clinical relevance of oxygen to radiation responses and treatment outcome, reoxygenation processes should be further elucidated in spheroids of human origin. Repair of potentially lethal damage in spheroids has been reported for only one murine cell line. In an indirect manner it has also been studied in spheroids of human origin. Sublethal damage repair has been studied rather extensively in murine cell line spheroids. However, only recently it has been reported in human tumor spheroids in relation to the clinical curability of the tumors of origin. Use of human tumor cell lines to study radiation responses of spheroids is necessary to determine tumor type dependent differences in several radiation related phenomena, such as reoxygenation, contact effect, and repair processes.